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sound came from his butt, and still the duck came faster
and faster over him; Uncle Jim snoozed on his stool all
the morning.
On the fourth day the shoot was again divided into
two groups, one batch of four guns getting a hundred
and ten duck between them, while the remaining two
about half a mile away only managed to collect a dozen.
Uncle Jim> this day, did not go to sleep* and did good
execution; he left for Pau that evening to recuperate,
instead of spending an Andalusian evening in Seville.
And he missed something which would have stirred up
his ageing bones* In one of the big dancing halls> after
due introduction, we drank Man^anilla with a young
gipsy dancer from the Triana quarter (where the Gitanos
live). Her eyes were as green beryls, her expression like
that of a playful leopard cub, and her dancing like
amorous snakes-
A very difficult problem was that of picking up the
duck: our figures showed seven hundred and eighty-one
in the bag. Allowing for a margin of error and even
of exaggeration, I am certain that one thousand duck were
killed, and we know that six thousand cartridges were
fired in those four days. No move is made to recover any
duck until the guns themselves are retrieved from their
butts; on three days this was after five hours in the butts,
and on the other day after nine hours, so any duck not
absolutely dead is lost. It is hopeless to attempt to use
dogs» as there are some fifteen miles square of these
marisma3% and no dog can swim for ever. Again, any
movement during the actual flighting of the duck would
be fatal to success, such as if boats were manoeuvred
behind the butts while chasing wounded birds*
We saw some geese, too; three were counted dead.

